Letters to Worldnet Grace Ministries
January - February 2020
My trip to Paris was wonderful
because unexpectedly I discovered the website
and the beautiful Christmas stories.
I telecharged and have listened many times and shared with many.
To discover the real person Jesus who saves!
Côte d'Ivoire, Africa

The Christmas stories were so good
since I shed myself of religion
and trusted in Jesus!
Rio de Janeiro, Brazil

4 Christmas messages !
Many thank you.
Everything new and good.
Tajikistan

The Christmas Story

1. Jesus born in Bethlehem

2. Shepherds visit the Savior

3. Who were the Wise Men / Magi ?

4. Herod & the Flight to Egypt

Many forbid to listen
but I finally accessed the lessons Christmas.
I thank God to find.
Myanmar

Wonderful stories for Christmas.
So informative and very interesting.
So enjoyable to listen and learn the real truth of Jesus -- finally!
Paris, France

To find the 4 beautiful stories was the best gift of all time!
In fact the best gift is Jesus
because now I understand.
Paris, France

Christmas stories -- how wonderful.
I now understand all of the Christmas meaning.
It is the birth of Jesus.
Tokyo, Japan

Wonderful times!
The Christmas stories gratefully and enthusiastically received by all.
Almost everyone in the city is part of a group now.
Iceland

Oh how blessed the day to find the Christmas stories
which I share with friends
who find Jesus!
Zimbabwe, Africa

After a life of religion I discovered Jesus
and trusted in Him!
Christmas messages.
Havana, Cuba

I always wanted to know about Christmas.
The 4 messages explain so carefully of Jesus.
I also read the letters.
Very encouraging.
Seoul, South Korea

Letters of Gratitude

for the Christmas Messages

The Christmas messages give me much pleasure.
I grasp the essence of Christmas –
that which is the birth of the Savior!
Paris, France

I never write but I could not prevent myself from expressing my thanks
for the Christmas stories and explanations
to which I listen to many times each with more enjoyment
as I learn the truth.
Viroflay, France

4 hours round trip to work.
So I took advantage of this to listen to 4 magnifique lessons on Christmas.
Now I look forward to the lights and decorations
that reveal the savior Jesus!
Paris, France

I am very thankful for the strikes!
It is because I have time to listen to informative broadcasts.
My favorites are the Christmas explanations,
that Jesus was born at the perfect time.
The savior was born!
Paris, France

Majestic Christmas stories
excite and enlighten me.
Tokyo, Japan

Excellent!

The Christmas messages

explain the holiday –
to focus on Jesus.
Paris, France

I love the 4 messages of Christmas
which I discovered as I tried YouTube for the first time ! It was suggested.
I did not know anything until the present!
Paris, France

Thank you for the Christmas lessons.
I was enchanted to know so many new things
and the total truth of the identity of Jesus.
Viroflay, France

Lovely messages of Christmas
and very informative explanation of Jesus
who is indeed the savior!
Finland

The stories give me much pleasure.
Bois Colombes, France

Thank you.
I believe I have discovered the meaning of Christmas
is Jesus!
Bois Colombes, France

Letters continue on the next page . . .

Study posted on RadicalGrace.com Friday, January 31, 2020
Great Stories of the Old Testament # 91

Well, Well, Well, Well, Well
Defeating Enemies Supernaturally

The “5 Wells” message is astonishing.
This teacher can read the same story I read and see things I did not see.
Then, once he explains the story, his insights become obvious to me.
He clearly has a supernatural gift.
The clear Gospel message brought me to Jesus and the cross years ago.
London, England

The “5 Wells” is a superb story which is presented in a clear, flowing narrative.
The Greek explanations are sublime and totally accurate.
I listened as well with admiration to the Christmas messages.
I share these studies with no hesitation.
Thessaloniki, Greece

After the wonderful Christmas podcasts
I today enjoyed the story of “The Wells”.
All fascinating and new information to me.
Bois Colombes, France

The Christmas messages are wonderful and enjoyable.
I have listened to the “5 wells” two times
and will listen more as I grasp it.
Courbevoie, France

Great Stories of the O. T. # 91
The Christmas broadcasts are wondrous.
I have saved them and have listened many times.
The "5 wells" episode also pleased me.
Paris, France

February 2020
I was intrigued by the title "5 Wells".
So I listened and listened again.
I enjoyed the emphasis on Jesus
about whom I did not know.
Bois Colombes, France

Great Stories of the O. T. # 91
Excellent message of the “5 wells”.
Amazing story and all new information from the Bible for me.
Bois Colombes, France

Long journeys on the train do not annoy me
because I have these Bible studies to listen to.
And I thoroughly enjoy them.
All is new to me.
Paris, France

Thank you, thank God
and thank you to my friends
who introduced me to the Christmas stories.
Finally I understand why the cross had to be.
Bois Colombes, France

Excellent wonderful Christmas podcasts
which make me happy
to understand Jesus.
Bois Colombes, France

The Life of Jesus #s 4-8

I grew up in the church and have faithfully participated in every rite and ritual.
So I hear the Gospel for the first time in my life in the Christmas lessons.

I am curious as to why and how the number of views shown on YouTube decreases.
Isn't that impossible?
One would think that someone wants to devalue these messages....
London, England

Thank you for sharing your story of how after a lifetime of religion
you came to hear the Good News of Jesus Christ.
Welcome to the Kingdom of God!
We, too, have also noticed the anomalies in the YouTube counts.
Connie Tatum

Thank you, my friend Johnny, for the excellent study of "The 5 wells of Isaac".
Above all thank you for the clear gospel, without fail, in every message.
Gaston
Paris, France

Great Stories of the O. T. # 91

As I was listening with delight to the excellent study of the" 5 Wells"
I became fairly certain of the identity of the speaker.
The name was already familiar to me as a man who was involved
with the restoration of the New Testament autographs.
In respecting his obvious desire for anonymity I will simply offer thanks for his work –
and for the only clear gospel presentation that I hear.
Munich, Germany

The studies that present the information about the
restoration of the New Testament autographs can be
found at RadicalGrace.com.
Scroll down to the “Audio

Bible Studies” table and click
“The Bible: Origin & Transmission” series.

I listened to the Christmas stories many times.
So finally I am writing to express gratitude.
For the first time I know of Jesus.
Copenhagen, Denmark

The Christmas messages were outstanding.
So I listened to the story of the "5 wells" -- excellent.
I finally understand the "Gospel".
I had heard the word but thought it was doctrine or something.
I love the design of this page, very beautiful.
So I looked at the source code and was shocked to see
that the coding was performed using Notepad! Bravo!
Austria

Very interesting story of the "5 wells".
The presentation forces me to think about Jesus as savior
by simply trusting in Him.
The Vatican

I have become almost addicted to these lessons.
I have finally listened to the entire

"History of the World" studies.

I was never able to assimilate the different ages of history.
These lessons tie history together and make it comprehensible
by explaining everything as being directed by God. Overwhelming!
I appreciate the handouts because I have never had a Bible.
Paris, France

History of the World #4
Table of Nations

Every story is very interesting to me.
Sometimes it is necessary that I listen more than once which is very enjoyable.
Every time I re-listen, I learn something new.
Bois Colombes, France

Thank you for the lovely Christmas messages which were stirring.
I proceeded to listen to several lessons in the

"Life of Jesus" audio series.

I have a new understanding and appreciation of Jesus –
not merely a great teacher,
rather He is God the Savior!
Gibraltar

59. Jesus at the Cross

I have come to believe that this unfailing, consistent message of pure grace is true,
and is our only option as believers.
He is almost standing alone.
Côte d'Ivoire

Topical Study posted
on Radical Grace Bible Studies You Tube channel Wed, Feb 19, 2020
& on RadicalGrace.com Friday, February 21, 2020

Augustine, the African Church Father,
& His praying Mother Monica
I was deeply moved by your celebration of Black History.
No better way than to present Augustine and the gospel.
Cairo, Egypt

What a gracious gesture for a Christian teacher to highlight Black History Month.
And what a powerful study of the African Augustine.
I admit I had never heard of him!
I look forward to exploring these lessons.
Baltimore, Maryland

I was deeply blessed by your celebration of Black History Month.
Your gesture touched many of us in the area.
The message of Augustine is full of power of the Holy Ghost.
God bless you.
Washington DC

Bless you sir for your homage to Black History Month.
We appreciate the gesture very much.
The story of Augustine was very powerfully presented with a focus on Jesus.
Chicago, Illinois

Thank you and blessings for recognizing the contributions of black people.
I doubt if any other Christian pastor would do the same.
And Augustine is from our country!
I will continue to explore.
Algiers

We were very surprised and happy to see the message
in remembrance of Black History Month.
Thank you for the study of Augustine.
We learned much of Jesus –
actually including trusting in Him - a new concept for many.
Kenya

We were profoundly moved by your recognition of Black History Month.
The study of Augustine is majestic.
I have enjoyed listening to other studies
and I am struck by the clear, simple Gospel in every single lesson.
This message of Augustine is one I am sharing with enthusiasm.
It is being very well received.
Ghana

Thank you and God-bless you for honoring
the black Christian heritage
for Black History Month!
Detroit, Michigan

What a blessing to us to see your celebration of the Africans such as Augustine
who were instrumental in shaping the doctrine of salvation by faith.
You have gained many friends and followers!
Liberia

Excellent study of Augustine
and appreciated very much.
Angola

Marvelous story and lessons from the life of Augustine
which we welcome warmly.
The teaching of Jesus is exciting and all new.
Burkina Faso

I enjoyed the Christmas messages to such a degree
that I listened to the lesson of Augustin.
Fascinating!
I am gaining a new perspective of
the importance of trusting in Jesus.
Paris, France

